It’s a new year, it’s a new day. 2021 calls for new programs and events from your home to the great outdoors. From nature walks to podcast talks, the Lloyd has you covered. In this issue, we share offerings from both our collections and our friends.

### Burnet Woods Nature Walk Sold Out

January 30’s nature walk with Dr. Rama Kasturi is sold out, but mark your calendars for the *Ephemeral Blooms in Burnet* walk on April 24. For this spring excursion in Burnet Woods, Dr. Kasturi will lead the group through the park and its trails, identifying blooming flower species and trees, and explaining the various healthful benefits of nature. Get a reminder for reservations opening March 24, as space is limited.

### Cincinnati Home to Vaccine History

With pandemics and vaccines at the forefront of current events, it’s a good time to mention the role of the Lloyd’s home city, Cincinnati, in the history of another epidemic and its vaccine. Jim Mainger of the Cincinnati and Hamilton County Public Library tells the story of Cincinnati’s own Dr. Albert Sabin (pictured) and his oral vaccine for polio, including a reading list. Sabin’s research papers are nearby at the University of Cincinnati’s fascinating Winkler Center. The Lloyd’s holdings also include works on vaccines dating to the early 1900s with mentions of them going back even further.
Upcoming Podcast Brings Prominent Naturalists to Life

If you have been waiting for a new episode of our podcast, *Between the Leaves*, the wait is almost over! The Lloyd’s podcast team is working on a special, four-part series that will debut in March. From the Lloyd’s Elizabeth Brockschlager archives, the beloved voices of scientific pioneers Lucy and Annette Braun come to life.
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